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ABSTRACT

The Simultaneous Truth and Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE) algorithm is frequently used in medical image segmentation without available ground truth (GT). In this paper, we investigate the number of inexperienced users required to establish a reliable STAPLE-based GT and the number of vertices the user’s shall place for a point-based segmentation. We employ “WeLineation”, a novel web-based system for crowdsourcing segmentations. Within the study, 2,060 masks have been delivered by 44 users on 75 different photographic images of the human eye, where users had to segment the sclera. For all masks, GT was estimated using STAPLE. Then, STAPLE is computed using fewer user contributions and results are compared to the GT. Requiring an error rate lower than 2%, same segmentation performance is obtained with 13 experienced and 22 rather inexperienced users. More than 10 vertices shall be placed on the delineation contour in order to reach an accuracy larger than 95%. In average, a vertex along the segmentation contour shall be placed every 81 pixels. The results indicate that knowledge about the users performance can reduce the number of segmentation masks per image, which are needed to estimate reliable GT. Therefore, gathering performance parameters of users during a crowdsourcing study and applying this information to the assignment process is recommended. In this way, benefits in the cost-effectiveness of a crowdsourcing segmentation study can be achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For several objectives in medical image analysis, a reliable segmentation of regions of interest is necessary. Manual segmentations from experts are often considered as gold standard. Alternatively, either classical pixel- or texture-based segmentations can be used. With current advances in deep learning, the classical algorithms are more and more superseded by convolutional neural networks. However, reliable ground truth for at least a part of the datasets under consideration are essential to assess the segmentation performance or to train algorithms. In real world applications however, ground truth for the data often is missing.

The Simultaneous Truth and Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE) algorithm has been well established in medical image processing as method and mean to provide ground truth estimation for delineation of objects from multiple ratings as well as for comparing the performance of segmentation algorithms without ground truth.\textsuperscript{1} The STAPLE algorithm has furthermore been used to determine the best-performing observer as well as to estimate the bias and variance of each rater.\textsuperscript{2} It was applied in medical image segmentation to multiple expert segmentations\textsuperscript{3,4} and algorithmic segmentations.\textsuperscript{5,6} STAPLE was also applied in related domains where GT is missing, as for example in automatic R-wave detection in electrocardiography.\textsuperscript{7} However, the number of segmentations needed for reliable GT generation has not yet been explored, in particular with respect to domain experts vs. inexperienced users.
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In previous work, we have established a web-based platform that allows numerous users (the crowd) to provide reference delineation of objects in medical images. In contrast to previous STAPLE investigations, where references were mostly generated by just a few domain experts (one up to three), we examined the results using many ratings per image (30 and more) but generated from mostly inexperienced users.

Therefore, this paper investigates:

1. How many inexperienced users are required to establish a reliable ground truth?
2. How many points are required required to establish a reliable ground truth?

2. METHODS

Our investigation is based on a dataset that was created using the “WeLineation” crowdsourcing platform for segmentation. Within this study, mostly inexperienced users were performing the segmentations, only instructed by a short written description and one guidance figure (Fig 1). The dataset is composed of 75 photographs of human eyes (Fig. 2) with 24 up to 37 reference segmentations (Fig. 3) that have been created by in total 44 users with mostly no specific medical expertise. For a detailed description of the system and user statistics, we refer to the paper of Goel et al.

To assess the number of users required to create reliable segmentation, we designed the following experiment. For each of the 75 images, STAPLE is performed using all the respectively available references, and the result of STAPLE is considered as “ground truth”. Afterwards, STAPLE is run using fewer references and the results are compared to the ground truth, averaged over all images of the dataset.

Let $G_i$ denote the ground truth of image $i$, $i = \{1, \ldots, 75\}$, and $S_{i,j}$ the resulting STAPLE mask for image $i$ taking contributions from users 1 to $j$ with $j = \{1, \ldots, 44\}$. The relative error $E_{i,j}$ is computed as the number of false positive and false negative pixels divided by the number of true pixels:

$$E_{i,j} = \frac{|S_{i,j} \cup G_i| - |S_{i,j} \cap G_i|}{|G_i|}$$

(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Issue A</th>
<th>Issue B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WRONG</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Wrong Example" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Wrong Example" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORRECT</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Correct Example" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Correct Example" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Exemplary images that are given to the study participants in the tutorial. The figure highlights common errors (Issue A and B) frequently done in sclera segmentation.
As the ground truth itself is calculated as a STAPLE result of all user contributions for a particular image, \( S_{i, j_{\text{max}}} = G_i \) holds, where \( j_{\text{max}} \) denotes the maximum number of segmentations for this image. We assume that adding more references will decrease the relative error, disregarding the particular image \( i \):

\[
E_{i,j} > E_{i,k} \quad \forall \quad k > j
\]  

To determine the necessary amount of participants, we want the mean error computed over all the images:

\[
E_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i} E_{i,j}
\]

(3)

to be lower as a given threshold, i.e., 5\%, 2\%, or 1\%. We use the STAPLE result of all reference images to get the estimated performance of each user. Then, we successively compare STAPLE results with fewer segmentation masks \( (j < j_{\text{max}}) \) by adding users either starting with the best or with the worst performing one, respectively. Hence, we compute a lower and upper bound of the error depending on the overall user performance or “experience level”.

To determine the number of points that shall be used, we correlate the number of vertices that have been placed by the user for a certain image with the accuracy of the corresponding mask. The STAPLE algorithm already yields estimates for the specificity and sensitivity of each rater for each image. Let \( p_{i,j} \) and \( q_{i,j} \) denote the sensitivity and specificity for the segmentation of image \( i \) by user \( j \), respectively, the segmentation accuracy \( A_{i,j} \) can be determined as follows

\[
A_{i,j} = \frac{p_{i,j} \cdot |G_i| + q_{i,j} \cdot (Z - |G_i|)}{|G_i|}
\]  

(4)

where \( |G_i| \) denotes the number of pixels in the mask \( G_i \) and \( Z \) is the number of pixels in the photograph. Let \( N_{i,j} \) denote the number of vertices along the contour of user \( j \) for image \( i \). Then, we can determine the accuracy of a certain mask as a function of the number of points \( A(N) \).

3. RESULTS

As assumed, the relative pixel error decreases with the number of users (Fig. 4), disregarding the order of the users’ performance: The blue curve is based on taking users with lowest performance first for the particular image (ascending order); orange indicates using the respective best performers first (descending order). The shown results are averages computed over the whole set of 75 images.

![Figure 2. Exemplary images of the dataset created using the WeLineation crowd-source platform.](image)

![Figure 3. Exemplary crowd-sourced segmentation masks.](image)
The funnel between both curves can be seen as lower and upper error bounds with respect to the user’s performance. That means, a horizontal line indicates how many users are required for a relative pixel error $E$ with respect to the user performance. Exemplary, if a 2% error threshold is desired, either 13 users with good performance (intersection with orange curve) or 22 low-performing users (intersection with blue curve) are necessary.

Accordingly, a vertical comparison indicates how much the error varies depending on the user performance. Assuming five segmentations, the error to the estimated ground truth is $0.03 < E_5 < 0.10$.

The mean number of vertices placed by the users within one image is 23.35, with a standard deviation of 7.99. The correlation of the number of vertices that have been placed by the users with the accuracy $A(N)$ of each of the 2,060 masks was calculated and visualized (Fig. 5). Disregarding a few outliers, the accuracy $A$ is larger than 0.95 if the number of vertices ranges between 10 and 40. The mean accuracy for all masks is 0.986 with a standard deviation of 0.011.

Since the number of vertices depends on the contour length, we normalized the means of all masks per image to the length of $G_i$. Therefore, this scatter plot is composed of 75 dots only (Fig. 6). As visible in the plot, the length between two vertices along the contour in most cases is between 65 and 95 pixel with a mean value of 80.732, whereas we used images of a resolution of $1,200 \times 802$ pixels.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we analyzed the number of non-expert users required and the number of vertices to be placed by a user in order to obtain reliable ground truth with STAPLE. Depending on the performance, reliable ground truth is obtained with 13 to 22 users. This shows that segmentations with low error can be generated with notably smaller number of manual segmentations when using the best performers first.

With respect to the number of vertices, good accuracy ($A > 95\%$) is reached by segmentation masks composed of a wide range of vertices. As a better measure than the number of vertices, the length between two vertices was identified. For a valid segmentation, vertices shall be placed every 81 pixels in average.

![Figure 4. Relative error of STAPLE-based ground truth using different numbers of delineations, averaged over all images.](image)
Although this is the first time that such values have been determined systematically, our study has some limitations. The shape of the eye in the photographs is convex, and results for objects with other shapes may differ. Furthermore, differences depending on the characteristics of the crowd might exist but were not examined in this work.

However, the obtained relationships can serve as an orientation for crowdsourcing applications, and users can be advised to place a sufficient number of vertices by the system to ensure valid segmentations. Together with the number of necessary user contributions, this will affect the overall effort that has to be performed by the crowd, which in the end is directly related to time (and money) required.

Hence, determining the performance of users is essential already in the process of segmentation. The crowdsourcing system shall present images in a different order to users performing with different quality. Specifically, only well-performing users should be assigned images that have not been segmented by someone else. This way, the segmentation quality can be improved while lowering the necessary number of contributions. For example, to yield relative errors below 5%, 15 segmentations per image are required when the worst performing users contribute first, possibly because their performance is unknown to the system. If in contrast, the performance is known and the best performing users are preferred, only 5 segmentations per image are required to yield even lower relative pixel errors.

In conclusion, our study indicates that a few experts can be substituted by a larger number of novices that do not provide the certain domain knowledge without a loss in general performance, which may impact medical imaging informatics in general.

5. OUTLOOK

During this work, performance analysis was conducted on a per image or per mask basis. However, it is also of interest to observe the performance of distinct users across the whole dataset. In future, we will identify users with a generally better performance and investigate how STAPLE results change, when users with an overall performance are preferred instead users with the best image-specific performance, as it was done so far. Moreover, it is of interest, whether characteristics of overall best-performers can be identified and how this knowledge can

Figure 5. Accuracy w.r.t. the number of vertices that are used for delineation.
be used e.g. to motivate other participants with gamification measures. Finally, the obtained STAPLE results will be evaluated with respect to their application as training samples for deep neuronal networks.
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